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This! report! provides! an! analysis! and! evaluation! of! how! oil! and! gas! field! developments! on! the!
Norwegian! continental! shelf! perform! over! time,! after! occurring! significant! cost! overruns! in! initial!
investments.!
The! analyses! are!mainly!quantitative,! and!methods!used! include! calculation!of! net!present! values,!
internal!rates!of!return,!and!breakWeven!prices!of!the!licenses.!The!report!then!looks!into!how!these!
have!developed!over! the! lifetime!of! the!developments.!Other! analyses,! such! as! variance! analyses,!
were!used!to!look!at!how!different!factors!affected!the!deviations!from!PDO!and!the!change!in!net!
present!value.!
The! results! of! the! licenses! analyzed! show! that! they! manage! to! keep! a! positive! NPV,! but! longer!
production!time!causes!lower!internal!rates!of!return!for!three!of!the!fields,!and!higher!breakWeven!
prices!for!all!of!them.!What!causes!the!NPVs!to!stay!positive!is!mainly!the!strong!increase!in!oil!and!











































































































Revenues! from! the! petroleum! industry! contributed! 23%! of! the! value! creation! in! Norway! in! 2012,!
more!than!twice!as!much!as!the! land! industries.!By!the!end!of!2012!there!have!also!been! invested!
more!than!3!000!billion!kroner!in!the!petroleum!industry!(Ministry!of!Petroleum!and!Energy,!2013).!
The! comparative! size! of! the! petroleum! sector! can! be! seen! in! figure! 1,! which! clearly! shows! the!
magnitude!of!the!industry!in!economic!terms!relative!to!the!rest!of!the!Norwegian!economy.!
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the! Norwegian! people! are! indirectly! paying! for! this!meaning! that! every! Norwegian! is! affected! by!
these!cost!overruns.!Discovering!where!these!costs!occur!and!maybe!finding!that!they!also!produce!
other! advantages,! is! not! just! interesting! for! us! and! the! oil! companies,! but! also! the! Norwegian!
government,! and! everyone! affected! by! their! decisions! regarding! regulation! of! the! petroleum!
industry.!
When! a! development! on! the! Norwegian! continental! shelf! goes! over! budget,! 89.2%! of! the!
investments!are!paid!for!indirectly!by!the!tax!payers!in!Norway.!The!Norwegian!government!wants!to!
make!sure!the!oil!industry!uses!less!money!than!they!have!done!recently!so,!by!shifting!more!of!the!
risk! to! the!companies,! the!government!predicts! these!entities!will!become!more!cost!aware! (Riise,!
2013).!
Some!say!the!reasons!for!the!high!cost!overruns!are!due!to!the!use!of!international!yards!(Lindeberg,!
2013),! but! a! report! ordered! by! the! Norwegian! Petroleum! Directorate! in! 2013,! “Vurdering! av!
gjennomførte! prosjekter! på! norsk! sokkel”,! drew! another! conclusion.! It! concluded! that! the! cost!
overruns!using! international! yards! are!due!mostly! to! faults! and! shortcomings! in! the! contracts! and!
lack! of! followWup! by! the! operators! (Lindeberg,! 2013).! The! high! demand! from! suppliers! after! the!
financial! crisis! also! led! to! contracts! that!were!more! expensive! because!many! of! these! used! prices!
reflecting!then!current!market!values!(Økland,!2013).!
Internationally,! this! topic! is! also!highly! relevant,! as! the!20!biggest!development!projects!within!oil!
and! gas,! recently! completed,! had! an! average! cost! overrun! of! 65%,! totaling! around! 440! billion!
Norwegian!kroner!(Endresen!&!Ånestad,!2013).!Out!of!300!megaprojects!around!the!world!(budgets!
over! 1! billion! US! dollars),! 65%! did! not! meet! the! targets! set! for! costs,! profits,! schedule! and/or!
performance.!The!reason!to!consider!these!megaprojects!is!the!increasing!trend!of!global!projects!to!
be! of! this! magnitude,! especially! in! capital! intensive! industries! such! as! oil,! coal,! copper! and! iron!
(Merrow,! 2011).! These! types! of! projects! are! especially! important! for! the! societies! in! which! they!
originate,!as!they!create!a!lot!of!jobs,!and!also!keep!the!prices!of!raw!materials,!such!as!oil,!down!to!a!
certain! level.! If! a! project! fails,! the! consequences!may!be! catastrophic! for! the! companies! involved,!
and!thereby!also!the!local!societies! in!which!these!projects!are!developed.!Another!good!reason!to!
look!at!this!topic!is!the!fact!that!very!little!is!really!written!about!it!(Merrow,!2011).!
Many!of! the!oil! and!gas! companies!operating!on! the!Norwegian!continental! shelf!are!criticized! for!
going!over!budget,!these!same!companies!generating!large!cost!overruns.!The!report!“Vurdering!av!





execution! to! go! well:! thorough! project! development,! a! clear! contract! strategy,! thorough! preW
qualification!of!suppliers,!and!finally!a!consistent!followWup!of!the!project!by!the!operator!(Lindeberg,!
2013).! We! have! looked! at! one! aspect! of! this! topic! frequently! not! discussed! in! recent! reports! or!
articles,!namely!the!NPV!of!projects!with!cost!overruns.!It!seems!the!extra!costs!may!also!be!directly!
related! to! unexpected! further! investments,! or! adjustments,! as! the! project! goes! along.! These! will!
generate!higher!costs,!but,!to!get!a!nuanced!picture,!we!will! look!at!the!new!NPV!of!the!project!to!
see! if! these! cost! overruns! also! resulted! in! higher! incomes.! This! needs! to! be! considered! to! either!
support! current! reports! on! the! topic,! or! to! show!why! some!of! the! recent! conclusions!might! need!
further!discussion.!
1.3!Scope!and!Structure!The$ thesis$ has$ a$ quantitative$ focus,$ on$ the$ effects$ of$ the$ cost$ overruns$ and$ the$ financial$performance$ of$ the$ fields.$ By$ using$ a$ wide$ range$ of$ analysis$ we$ have$ completed$ a$ thorough$analysis$ of$ each$ field.$ By$ identifying$ how$ the$ different$ costs$ and$ revenue$ components$ have$affected$the$updated$NPVs$of$the$fields$we$have$analyzed$what$areas$have$been$the$most$crucial$for$the$new$updated$valuations.$$
The$ thesis$presents$ this$by$ first$ considering$ the$ theoretical$ frameworks$and$empirical$aspects$for$ valuing$ an$ oilfield$ on$ the$ Norwegian$ continental$ shelf$ in$ chapter$ 2.$ After$ introducing$ the$different$theoretical$frameworks$we$give$reason$for$the$decided$theoretical$frameworks$chosen,$which$ is$ followed$ by$ an$ empirical$ presentation$ of$what$ has$ been$ done$ earlier$ and$what$ new$perspectives$this$report$will$provide.$In$chapter$3$we$present$the$different$data$sources$and$the$different$fields$we$are$analyzing,$ in$detail.$This$ is$followed$by$a$thorough$analysis$of$each$field$using$the$presented$frameworks$and$presentation$of$the$considerations$taken$in$different$parts$of$ the$ analysis.$ All$ of$ the$ findings$ are$ summarized$ at$ the$ end$ of$ chapter$ 4$ before$ they$ are$discussed$ in$ chapter$ 5.$ This$ makes$ the$ basis$ for$ our$ conclusion$ in$ chapter$ 6,$ which$ also$considers$ the$ validity$ of$ our$ results$ and$ what$ possible$ implications$ this$ has$ for$ future$developments$on$the$Norwegian$continental$shelf.!
1.4!Methodology!
We!have!chosen!a!quantitative!method!to!investigate!the!problem!statement.!By!using!quantitative!
data! presented! in! the! PDO! from! diverse! operators! and! in! the! Wood! Mackenzie! (WM)! Global!
Economic!Model! 4! (GEM)!we!have! conducted! valuations!of! the! fields!using! the! Free!Cash! Flow! to!
Firm!method!(FCFF).!The!PDOs!and!GEM!represent!the!estimates!prior!to!the!development!of!each!








.!We! also! conducted! variance! analysis! to! identify! how! the! fields! performed! relative! to! their! initial!








In! order! to! determine! the! success! of! the! developed! oil! fields! there! are! some! aspects!we! need! to!
consider.!Considering!the!profitability!of!a!developed!oil!field!can!be!done!several!ways.!A!valuation!










future!cash! flows,!2)!estimate! the!weighted!average!cost!of! capital! (WACC)!and!3)!discount!all! the!
future! cash! flows! to!present! values! (Kaldestad!&!Møller,!2012).! These! three! steps!value! the!asset,!
and!include!the!cash!flows!available!to!all!investors;!equity!holders,!debt!holders!and!any!other!nonW



















Goedhart,! &!Wessels,! 2010).! A! drawback!with! this!method! is! that! it! is! normally!much!more! time!
consuming! to! perform! than! other! valuation! techniques.! In! addition! the! valuation! is! sensitive! to!









from!nonWequity!holders.! Because!of! this!we!need! to!discount! the! cash! flow!by! the!equity! cost! of!
capital.!One!of!the!drawbacks!of!both!the!FCFE!and!APV!method!is!that!if!the!debt!to!equity!ratio!is!
expected!to!change!over! time,! the!risk!of! the!equity!will!change,! thus!changing!the!cost!of!capital.!
Because!of! this!we!will!need!to!compute!the!project’s!debt!capacity! to!determine! interest!and!net!
borrowing! to!make!decisions! regarding! the! capital! structure! (Berk!&!DeMarzo,!2011).! The!method!














can! use! this! to! determine! the! value! of! another! similar! asset! by! using! comparable! ratios! between!
value!and!a!measure!of!a!firm’s!scale.!!
A!multiple! is! an!expression!of! the!market! value!of! an!asset! relative! to!a! key! statistic! that!one! can!
assume! to! relate! to! the!value!of! the!asset.! The!statistic!needs! to!bear!a! logical! relationship! to! the!
market! value! that! can!be!observed.! It!must! actually!be! seen!as! the!driver!of! the!observed!market!
value.! There! are! two! basic! types! of!multiples,! equity! and! enterprise!multiples,!which! need! to! use!
statistics!that!are!related!to!either!enterprise!or!equity.!Example!of!an!enterprise!multiple!could!be!
EV/EBITDA,! while! market! capitalization/cash! earnings! and! market! capitalization/book! value! are!












development! and! initial! production! phases! of! an! oil! field.! The! Norwegian! government! could! also!
demand! overcapacity! on! platforms! and! developments! to! enable! possible! future! successful!
explorations! to! connect! to! the! present! development.!One! reason!may! be! that! the! costs! of! future!
developments! of! successful! explorations! nearby! will! decrease! dramatically,! making! smaller! fields!



















3. The!possibility! to! abandon!or! cancel! a! project! or! investment!within! a! relatively! short! time!
frame!!
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As!we!have!demonstrated,! there!are! several! valuation! techniques! for! valuing!an!asset.! In!order! to!
find! the!most!suitable!valuation! technique!we!need!to!weigh! the!strengths!and!weaknesses!of! the!
different!techniques!to!find!the!most!appropriate!for!valuing!an!oil!field.!!
Discounted+Cash+Flow+Models+







to! a! large! degree.! The! margins,! growth! rate,! and! discount! rate! used! will! influence! the! value!











and!debt! issuing!which!can!be!quite! costly.!We!do!not! think! it! is! likely! that!oil! firms!and! financing!
institutions!will!prefer!this!kind!of!financing,!making!the!APV!method!not!appropriate!for!valuing!an!
oil!field.!












exploration! or! producing.! In! a! report! from! Swedbank! First! Securities! (Swedbank! First! Securities,!
2014)!regarding!Lundin!Petroleum,!an!analysis!overview!regarding!all!the!oil!fields!is!presented!in!the!
“sum!of!all!parts”!section!of!the!analysis.!Here!the!fields!are!presented!with!a!USD!per!boe!multiple.!













but!will! give!a!difference! in!value!of!20%.!Such!multiples!are! typically!used! to!analyze!merger!and!
acquisition!transactions!to!see!what!prices!are!paid!for!similar!fields.!!





All! of! the! three!main! categories! of! real! options! are! relevant! for! valuing! planned! developing! of! oil!
fields.!A!binominal!tree!can!be!very!illustrative!for!the!value!development!of!an!oil!field!as!the!project!




























Each! production! licence! on! the! Norwegian! continental! shelf! is! licensed! to! two! or!more! licensees,!
where!one!licensee!has!the!main!responsibility!for!the!daily!work!on!the!licence,!referred!to!as!the!
operator.! The! operator! reports! to! all! of! the! licence’s! licensees,! referred! to! as! partners.! This!
organizing!of!the!licences!makes!it!a!lot!like!an!ordinary!subsidiary,!with!two!or!more!companies!as!
parent!companies,!which!gives!the!licence!its!own!financial!statement.!Because!of!this!it!is!natural!to!










valuation! the! balance! sheet! needs! to! be! reorganized! in! order! to! group! the! assets! and! debt! into!
operational!and!financial!assets.!!
In!order!to!make!a!thorough!valuation!using!DCF!to!firm,!we!need!to!reorganize!the!balance!sheet,!







How! all! of! this! is! done!will! be! very! different!when! valuing! an! oil! field! compared! to! a! fast!moving!
consumer! goods! company.! The!main! difference! is! the! projection! of! the! future! income! and! costs.!























The! historical! analysis! will! also! show! what! has! been! accomplished! earlier,! previous! investments,!
what! commitments! that! exists,! historical! development! in! cash! flow,! and! correlations! between!
activity!and! investments! in! fixed!assets!and!working!capital! (Kaldestad!&!Møller,!2012).! It!will! also!
involve!making!corrections!of!recurring!items!and!other!events!that!will!not!occur!later!to!make!the!






analysis! is! to! get! a! clear! picture! of! the! past! in! order! to! understand! where! we! are! now,! and! to!
understand!where!we!can!go!and!how!to!get!there!in!the!future.!
Since!we!have!decided!to!use!the!FCFF!method,!we!will!need!to!separate!cash!flows!from!operations!
and! financial!activities.! Since!we!want! to! find! the!value! from!operations!of!an!oil! field!we!need! to!
focus! on! the! items! that! are! included! in! the! operations.! However,! an! oil! field! on! the! Norwegian!
continental!shelf!will!not!have!a!lot!of!financial!activities,!assets!and!debts!directly!since!two!or!more!
oil! companies! own! it.! The! reason! is! that! an! oil! field! is! by! definition! an! operating! asset! for! the! oil!



















can! increase! significantly.! Including! the! internal! factors! within! a! company! affecting! the! value,!
external! conditions! and! factors!will! also! have! a! significant! impact! on! the! value! of! an! oil! field.! The!
company!needs!to!make!assumptions!about!these!conditions!for!the!future,!such!as!oil!and!gas!sales!
prices,! tariffs,! exchange! rates,! inflation! rate,! taxes! and!norm!prices.!As!well! as! these! assumptions,!
there!might!be!some!global!events!affecting!these!factors,!which!are!hard!or!impossible!to!foresee.!





events! will! affect! the! oil! prices,! and! possibly! legislation,! market! conditions! or! national! taxation!
decisions!as!well.! Included! in! the!market! conditions,!political! factors!and! risk!need! to!be!assessed.!





CO2! tax! profile! that! depend! on! production! and! the! tax! rate! of! CO2.! Since! there! are! many!
uncertainties! in! the! cost! estimate! as! well,! the! companies! need! to! make! a! 10/90! and! 90/10!
confidence! level! estimate! as! well! as! specifying! the! exchange! rate! they! have! used! (Norwegian!
Petroleum!Directorate,!2000).!
Descriptions!of!all!the!economic!aspects!need!to!be!included!in!the!PDO.!The!calculations!should!be!
shown! before! and! after! tax,! and! all! variables! should! be! based! on! statistical! expectations.! The!
assumptions! for! the! economic! parameters! also! need! to! be! documented! (Norwegian! Petroleum!































(Koller,!Goedhart,!&!Wessels,!2010).!The!growth!cannot!by!definition!be! larger! than! the!growth! in!
the! economy.! The! reason! is! that! if! we! assume! that! an! asset! has! a! higher! growth! rate! than! the!
economy! into! eternity,! the! asset! will! take! over! the! economy,! which! will! not! happen.! In! a! typical!
valuation,!the!continuing!value!of!an!asset!will!often!make!up!a!large!portion!of!the!total!value!of!the!
asset!(Kaldestad!&!Møller,!2012).!!
For!an!oil! field,!the!case!of!a!continuing!value! is!not!applicable!due!to!decrease! in!daily!production!









average!capital!cost! for!all! investors.!This! is! important!when!using!the!FCFF!method!since!the!cash!
flow! is! available! to! all! investors.! To! find! an! asset’s! average! cost! of! capital!we! need! to! identify! its!
capital!structure,!the!nominal!tax!rate!and!the!cost!of!equity!and!debt!(Berk!&!DeMarzo,!2011).!The!
cost!of!capital!1)!must! include!the!opportunity!cost! for!all! investors,!2)!must! include!the!weight!of!
each! security’s! return! by! its! target! marketWbased! weight,! 3)! incorporate! any! financingWrelated!
benefits! or! costs,! such! as! tax! interest! shields,! not! included! in! the! free! cash! flow! or! value! them!
separately! using! APV,! 4)! must! be! based! on! the! same! expectations! regarding! inflation! as! those!
embedded! in! the! cash! flow! forecast,! and! 5)! need! to!match! the! duration! of! the! securities! used! to!
estimate!the!cost!of!capital!with!the!duration!of!the!cash!flows!(Koller,!Goedhart,!&!Wessels,!2010).!
However,! calculating! the! “correct”! discount! rate! is! extremely! difficult,! and! at! the! same! time! very!









in! the! PDOs.! Each! license! has! several! partners,! which! will! compute! their! own! discount! rates!
depending!on!their!financial!situation.!Since!we!are!considering!the!partners!of!the!fields!as!one!unit,!
we!will!need!to!find!discount!rates!that!will!fit!with!these!owners’!discount!rates.!However,!since!our!





Taxation!of! oil! and! gas! companies! is! done! according! to! the!Norwegian! law!of! petroleum! taxation,!
Petroleumsskatteloven,! and! applies! to! exploration,! production,! processing! and! pipeline!
transportation!of!petroleum!(Ministry!of!Finance,!2013a).!
Taxation!of!oil!and!gas!companies! is!based!on!corporate! taxation,!but!because!of! the!much!higher!








not! given! on! allocations! for! abandonment! costs.! Instead,! the! government! gives! subsidies! for! the!




costs! of! abandonment! with! income! over! the! years,! the! most! common! is! building! up! the!






The! uplift! is! a! share! of! the! oil! companies’! income! that! they! do! not! need! to! pay! taxes! on.! It! is!
subtracted!before!the!special!taxes!are!done!to!make!sure!the!normal!returns!are!not!submitted!to!
special!taxes.!The!rate!is!now!at!5.5%!of!the!cost!price!of!depreciable!operating!assets.!The!uplift!can!
be! done! every! year! for! 4! years! after! the! investment! (Ministry! of! Finance,! 2013d).! This! gives! an!
incentive! to! oil! companies! to! invest,! as! they! do! not! have! to! pay! the! full! tax.! The! response! to! the!
change! in!2013,! from!7.5%!to!5.5%!makes!proof!of!how!important!this!uplift! is.!Higher!taxes!mean!
lower! results! after! tax,! so! this! has! even! delayed! planned! developments,! such! as! Johan! Castberg!
(Helgesen,!2013).!
Oil!and!gas!companies!in!Norway!gets!the!taxation!value!of!exploration!expenses!back!the!next!year!
given! deficits.! To! give! new! companies! the! same! tax! treatment! as! established! ones,! the! rule! that!
losses!can!be!carried!forward!from!previous!years!was!made!(Ministry!of!Finance,!2013d).!
Expenses!from!exploration!wells!are!put!in!the!balance!sheet!until!they!know!whether!the!deposits!of!






facilities! are! done!by! the!unitsWofWproduction!method.! The!oil! or! gas! company! can!use! P90! secure!
reserves,! or! P50! secure! and! probable! reserves.! This! method! is! used! because! the! lives! of! the!
investments! are! mainly! determined! by! the! time! it! takes! to! clear! the! resources.! Tax! depreciation!

















Other! costs! for! oil! and! gas! companies! are! CO2Wtaxes! and! area! fees! (Ministry! of! Finance,! 2013d).!
Finally,! the!Norwegian! petroleum!price! council,! Petroleumsprisrådet,! sets! the! norm!price! used! for!






The! removal! costs!must!be!allocated! in! the!accounts,!but! the!company!will!not!get!deductions! for!
these!costs!until!the!removal!happens!(Norsk!RegnskapsStiftelse,!2013).!
2.2.3!Changes!in!Distinct!Rules!and!Policies!Since!1995!
The!Norwegian!government!sets! the!special! tax! rate!each!year.!This!has!been!50%!since!1995,!but!
was!changed!to!51%!for!the!year!of!2014!at!the!same!time!as!the!ordinary!tax!rate!was!reduced!from!
28%!to!27%.!
In! 2004! the! Norwegian! law! of! petroleum! taxation! changed! to! equate! the! differences! between!
established! and! new! companies! on! the! Norwegian! continental! shelf.! Prior! to! 2004! companies!
needed!to!be! in!a!tax!position! in!order!to!be!able!to!deduct!exploration!costs.!The! law!changed!so!
that!the!companies!which!where!not!in!a!tax!position!could!demand!the!tax!value,!78!percent,!of!the!
exploration!costs!paid!back!from!the!government!(Ministry!of!Finance,!2004a).!!
Prior! to!2002! losses!could!only!be!carried!for!15!years,!but!due!to!changes! in!the! legislation! losses!
from!2002,!losses!could!be!carried!indefinitely!with!interest!(Ministry!of!Finance,!2013b).!
When!it!comes!to!abandonment!costs,!as!of!the!15th!of!June!2002,!companies!were!also!required!to!





years! (Lovdata,!1995).!On! the!5th!of!May!2013! the! rate!at!which! the!companies!can!do!uplifts!was!














1995! (Norges! Lover!1685! W! 1995,!1995),! adding!a! sentence! that! says! the! company!may!depreciate!
certain! investments!over! just!3!years.!This!only!applies!for!production,!pipeline!transportation,!and!




Variance!analysis! is! the!process!of!examining! the!variance!between!actual!and!budgeted!costs!and!
revenues!to!determine!why!the!budgeted!results!were!not!met!(Ventureline,!2014).!Because!of!this!it!










but! only! for! analysis! purposes.! By! using! variance! analysis! we! will! identify! areas! where! cost!
estimations! and! budgets! have! not! complied! with! the! results! generated! from! the! operations.! By!
identifying! the! areas! with! significant! variances! we! can! establish! what! areas! operators! on! the!
Norwegian! continental! shelf,! and! the! Norwegian! government,! need! to! strictly! focus! on! when!
considering!developing!oil!and!gas!fields.!The!deviations!the!variance!analysis!identifies!can!often!be!





deviations! are! those! deviations! that! the! developments! in! our! case! can! influence,! while!
uncontrollable!deviations!are!not!under!control!by!the!developments.!An!example!for!a!controllable!




Because! of! this! there! will! not! be! done! any! changes,! regardless! of! actual! volume,! sales! or! prices,!
during! the! period.! The! static! budget! variance! will! therefore! be! the! difference! between! the! static!
budget!and!the!real!result.!A!positive!budget!variance!means!that!the!result!is!better!than!originally!







be! created! after! the! budget! period.! The! flexible! budget! adjusts! the! budgeted! posts! that! are!
influenced! by! changes! in! real! sales! volume! or! other! activities.! The! flexible! budget!will! then! show!
what!the!income!and!costs!should!be,!based!on!the!real!activity!level,!so!that!we!can!compare!it!with!
the! real! numbers! (Hoff! &! Bjørnenak,! 2013).! After! creating! the! flexible! budget! we! can! do! further!
analysis! by! analyzing! the! flexible! budget! variance! and! sales! volume! variance! to! get! a! better!
understanding!of!what!is!creating!the!differences.!
!"#$%&"#!!"#$%& = !"#$%& ∗ !"#$!!"#$%&'(#)!"#$$%&!!"#$%&'(#)!
Sales+Volume+Variance+and+Flexible+Budget+Variance+









The! flexible! budget! variance! can! however! be! more! detailed! and! give! more! detailed! information!
regarding!the!variances.!The!reason!is!that!we!can!now!compare!the!real!numbers!and!the!budgeted!
numbers!based!on! the! same!activity! level! (Hoff!&!Bjørnenak,! 2013).! Regarding! the! flexible!budget!
variance,!we!can!split! it! into!two!aspects,!revenues!and!costs.!For!the!revenues!the!flexible!budget!
variance! analysis! will! identify! the! sale! price! volume! variance,! visualizing! the! effect! that! changed!
prices!have!had!on!the!result!(Hoff!&!Bjørnenak,!2013).!!!"#$%!!"#$%!!"#$"%&' = !"#$!!"#$!!"#$% − !"#$%&%#!!"#$!!"#$% ∗ !"#$!!"#$!!!"#$%&!
If!the!business!does!not!have!the!market!power!to!influence!the!market!prices,!this!variance!should!
be! categorized! as! a! nonWcontrollable! variance,! which! will! be! the! case! for! oil! companies! on! the!
Norwegian!continental!shelf!where!none!of!the!operators!have!the!power!to!set!the!price.!
Analyzing!the!costs!however!can!be!a!more!comprehensive!task.!By!going!one!level!deeper!into!the!


















































there! is! uncertainty! regarding! an! input! in! the! capital! budgeting!decision!or!process,! a!B/EWanalysis!
can!help!to!visualize!how!much!these!parameters!can!change!for!the!project!to!have!a!net!present!





identifying! at! what! level! the! net! present! value! of! the! project! is! zero,! given! that! every! other!
assumption!stays!the!same.!The!analysis!does!not!have!to!be!on!a!net!present!value!basis,!it!can!also!
be!done!quite!easily! in! terms!of! accounting! standards! for! instance,!but! this!would!not! include! the!
opportunity! cost! of! the! capital! employed! (Berk! &! DeMarzo,! 2011).! Because! of! the! large! CAPEX!








Based! on! this,! a! rule! known! as! the! ‘internal! rate! of! return! investment! rule’! has! been! developed:!
“Take)any)investment)opportunity)where)the)internal)rate)of)return)exceeds)the)opportunity)costs)of)
capital.)Turn)down)any)opportunity)whose)internal)rate)of)return)is)less)than)the)opportunity)cost)of)
capital.”! (Berk!&!DeMarzo,! 2011).! This! rule! is! based!on! the! idea! that! if! the! average! return!on! the!
investment!opportunity! (i.e.! the! IRR)! is!greater!than!the!return!on!other!alternatives! in!the!market!
with! equivalent! risk! and!maturity! (a! project’s! cost! of! capital)! you! should!welcome! the! investment!


















the! probability! of! recovering! this! oil! or! gas.! These! estimates! give! an! estimated! profitability,! and!
uncertainty!of!profitability!(Norwegian!Petroleum!Directorate,!2010).!The!value!of!the!company!as!a!
whole! is! then! based! on! its! reserves,! its! URR,! and! the! commodity! prices,! but! the! primary! value! is!
based!on!present!and!future!cash!flows!and!earnings!(Kaiser!&!Yu,!2012).!
Regarding!previous!valuations!of!oil! fields,! there!are!a! few!different!ways!of!doing! this.! Except! for!
using! the! net! present! value! of! the! estimated! future! cash! flow,! one! way! this! has! been! valued! is!






analysts! lack! necessary! data! or! resources! to! do! so! in! some! instances,! they! often! use! relative!
valuation.!When! valuing! the! company! as! a!whole,! using! net! present! value! and! free! cash! flows! as!
measurements!has!been!criticized!because!the!industry!is!capital!intensive!and!large!investments!are!
needed!before!production!can!start.!In!this!period,!they!get!tax!refunds!on!the!exploration!costs!even!
though! the! revenue! from! production! is! marginal! (Gjøen,! 2007).! Financial! ratios! may! also! be!








using!multiples! such! as! EV/EBITDA,! EV/Production,! EV/2P,! P/CF! and! EV/DACF,! and! compare! these!




















For!an!oil! field,! these! costs!may! for!example!vary!on! field! location,!when!considering! logistics!and!
transportation,!the!cost!of!workforce,!security!and!the!type!of!offices!and!housing!required!(Inkpen!&!








2.3.3! Empirics:! Cost! overruns! on! the! Norwegian! Continental! Shelf! –! Reports! from! the!
Norwegian!Petroleum!Directorate!




and! without! cost! overruns,! and! tried! to! find! patterns! that! can! explain! why! some! developments!
experience!cost!overruns,!while!others!do!not.!The!analysis!has!a!strong!qualitative!focus;! focusing!












Changes! in! technology! during! the! same! period! caused!more! uncertainty.! These! combined! with! a!





delayed,! the!overlaps!between!phases! cause! the! following!ones! to!be!delayed!as!well.! Because!of!
these!there!are!limited!possibilities!to!solve!unpredicted!trouble!in!one!phase!without!affecting!later!







total! delivery.! The! suppliers! previously! had! total! responsibility! for! the! project! execution.! The!
suppliers!previously!were!familiar!with!single!element!contracts,!but!now!did!not!have!the!necessary!
experience! to! handle! the! responsibility! of! the! whole! project! execution.! There! apparently! has! not!
been! any! knowledge! transfer! flowing! from! the! operators! to! the! suppliers! regarding! project!
execution,! so! there! is! no! question! that! the! suppliers! have! had! difficulties! delivering! a! complete!
project,!hence!the!cost!overruns.!!
In! addition,! a! higher! activity! level! on! the! Norwegian! continental! shelf! has! probably! led! to! higher!
costs,! relative!to!the!budgets.!The!report!however! identifies!that! it! is! likely!that!the!foundation!for!





to!a!fairly! large!degree!with!the!results!of!the! Investment!Committee!of!1999.!All! the!projects!that!
experienced! cost! overruns! had! a! severe! lack! in! the! initial! engineering!work.! By! initial! engineering!
work!we!mean!the!engineering!that!is!executed!prior!to!the!PDO!and!prior!to!the!procurement!and!
construction.!!This!is!important!because!deficiencies!and!defects!early!in!the!engineering!process!will!
spread! into! the! future! project! work.! Because! of! this! the! project! is! dependent! on! thorough! initial!
engineering!work! to!complete! the!project!on! time,!without! cost!overruns!and!according! to!quality!
requirements.! Projects! with! deficiencies! during! the! initial! engineering! work! often! experience! the!
need! for!changes!during! the!construction!phase,!where!significant!parts!need! to!be! redone,!which!
has!led!to!major!cost!overruns!and!delays.!The!changes!identified!in!the!design!are!not!major!so!that!
the! final! production! facilities! and! capacities! change! little! from! PDO,! making! the! different! plants!
comparable.!!
For! several! of! the! projects,! deficiencies! regarding! the! prequalification! of! suppliers! and! their! subW
suppliers! have! led! to! cost! overruns.! Since! the! operator!will! not! be! able! to! follow!up! all! deliveries!
during!the!construction!they!need!to!prioritize!which!areas!to!follow!up!on!their!own.!The!analysis!
indicates!that!introduction!of!new!technology!does!no!longer!cause!severe!delays!nor!cost!overruns.!
The! reason! is! that! operators! have! identified! introduction! of! new! technology! as! a! highWrisk! area,!
which!needs!to!be!monitored!and!followed!up.!However,!it!seems!the!operators!too!often!trust!that!









cost! effective!progress! and!quality,!while! at! the! same! time!enabling!operators! to!monitor,! control!
and!implement!corrective!measures!during!production.!Because!of!this!the!operators!need!to!handle!





costs,! and! the!average! cost! for!drilling! a!production!well! from!a!mobile!offshore!unit!was! in! 2010!
more!than!500!million!NOK!(Rosendahl,!2012).!Because!of!the!size!of!these!costs,!it!is!crucial!for!the!
value! creation! to! have! cost! effective! drilling! and! well! operations.! Statoil,! a! major! player! on! the!























Reiten,! et! al.! (2012)! find! that! a! lot! of! newly! built! offshore! units! from! foreign! shipyards! needs!
modifications!before!they!can!operate!on!the!Norwegian!continental!shelf.!This!is!specially!the!case!
when! the! activity! levels! are! high,! and! it! is! necessary! to! use! players! that! are! not! familiar!with! the!
regulations! for! the! Norwegian! continental! shelf.! ! The! article! argues! that! this! can! lead! to! cost!





A! project’s! success! is! considered! by! how! well! the! project! performs! compared! to! promises! made!
during! financial! investment! decisions! (FID).! Analysis! shows! that! the! larger! the! project! (initially!





dramatic! fall! in! success! rate! (Merrow,! l! and!Gas! Industry!Megaprojects:!Our! Recent! Track! Record,!
2012).!Even! though!these!project!developments!can!be!called! failures,! it!does!not!necessary!mean!
that!they!are!unprofitable,!but!it!is!natural!to!think!that!their!net!present!value!can!suffer!from!it.!!
The! successful! projects! had! on! average! lower! costs! than! budgeted,!were! delivered! on! time,!were!
cost!effective,!had!an!average!schedule,!and! they!all!produced!as!promised.!The! failed!projects!on!
the!other!hand!were!badly!overrun,!very!expensive,!quite!late!in!delivery!and!twoWthirds!of!them!had!
production! failures.! Of! the! failed! projects,! 64%! experienced! serious! and! enduring! problems! with!
production!during!the!first!two!years!of!production!(Merrow,!l!and!Gas!Industry!Megaprojects:!Our!
Recent!Track!Record,!2012).!Merrow!points!out!that!the!seven!main!reasons!for!megaproject!failure!
are!greed,! schedule!pressure,!not!enough!details! in! the!deals!being!made,!not!enough!money!and!












these! findings.! In! their! dataset! they! found! that! 57%! of! the! projects! with! updated! cost! data!
experienced!cost!overruns,!with!an!average!cost!overrun!of!65%!(Endresen!&!Ånestad,!2013),!while!
64%!experienced!schedule!delays.!!
In! the! article! “Oil) and) Gas) Industry) Megaprojects:) Our) Recent) Track) Record”) (Merrow,! l! and! Gas!
Industry! Megaprojects:! Our! Recent! Track! Record,! 2012)) there! are! three! major! factors! that! can!
explain!why!upstream!megaprojects!have!a!lower!success!rate!then!nonWoil!and!gas!projects;!
1. FrontWend!loading!of!projects! is!much!more! important!for!upstream!megaprojects.!FrontW
end!loading!is!often!a!threeWstage!process;!business!case!development!and!appraisal,!scope!
development,! and! frontWend! engineering! design! which! includes! execution! planning.!
Upstream!megaprojects!are!particularly!sensitive!to!the!frontWend!loading!work,!and!as!the!
completeness!degrades!cost!overruns!mount!quickly.!!
2. Turnover!of!project! leadership!also!damages! the!projects’!outcome;! for!example,! changing!
the!project!director! is!associated!with!a!30%!decline!in!probability!of!achieving!a!successful!
project.! When! a! project! has! done! a! good! job! with! the! frontWend! loading,! the! project!
director!is!likely!to!succeed!nearly!twoWthirds!of!the!time,!compared!to!less!than!oneWthird!if!
there! is!a! turnover!of! the!project!director.!For!other! industrial!megaprojects! the!decline! in!





and! the! coherent! whole! that! the! project! leader! may! have! created! between! the! different!
functions!disintegrates.! 
3. Outside! the!E&P! industry,!a!project’s!duration! is!often!set! close! to! the! industry!average!of!
















relevant! to! look! at! how!oil! or! gas! reserves,! the!production!profile,! input!prices,! and! recovery! rate!
changes!the!NPV.!This!way,!we!will!be!able!to!show!where!the!costs!occur!and!how!possible!benefits!
emerge! with! the! extra! costs.! This! should! be! of! interest! for! both! for! oil! companies! and! for! the!
government! to! consider! which! measures! needs! to! be! implemented,! both! regarding! project!
management!for!the!company,!and!also!possible!regulations!from!the!government.!
We!also!could!not! find!anything!addressing!changes!to!the!cash!flows!following!cost!overruns.!The!
cash! flow! can! be! changed! because! of! investments! in! newer! technology! than! planned! and! also! in!
more!operating!wells.!We!think!this! is!essential! for!analyzing!cost!overruns,! to!show!a!slightly!new!






By! valuing! the! fields! in! an! order! reflecting! the! expectations! in! the! PDOs,! and! by! the! updated!
numbers,!we!have!uncovered!how!the!fields!have!performed!financially,!even!though!they!have!all!
experienced! significantly! higher! investments! than! expected! in! the! PDOs.! By! identifying! how! the!
different! areas! of! the! operations! have! affected! the! valuation,! we! wanted! to! uncover! where! the!
operations! may! have! been! successful! and! where! they! have! experienced! problems.! The! valuation!
analysis!is!supplemented!by!a!variance!analysis!to!look!at!how!the!fields!have!performed!relative!to!
their! budgets,! which! expands! our! understanding! from! the! valuation! done! by! NPV! analysis.! By!
uncovering!the!different!value!drivers!of!the!fields,!and!their!performance!relative!to!the!budgets,!we!








In! 1958,! few!believed! that! there!was! coal,! oil! or! sulfur! to!be! found!on! the!Norwegian! continental!




!Agreements! made! between! Norway! and! the! United! Kingdom,! and! later! in! 1965! Norway! and!







By! the! fall! of! 1969!Ekofisk,! one!of!Norway’s!biggest!oil! and!gas!discoveries!was! found! (Norwegian!
Petroleum!Museum).! Production! from! Ekofisk! started! in! 1971,! and!many! bigger! discoveries! were!
made! in! the! years! that! followed.! ! Since! most! participating! companies! were! foreign,! in! 1971! the!
Governments! industry! committee! stated! some! guidelines! for! future! Norwegian! oil! politics,! saying!
that!oil!should!primarily!be!landed!in!Norway,!so!that!a!new!industry!could!be!established!in!Norway.!
The! following! year,! the! Norwegian! Petroleum! Directorate! was! created,! and! Statoil! as! a! state! oil!
company!(Norwegian!Petroleum!Museum).!
During! the!middle!of! the!1970’s,! the!world!was!struck!by!an!oil! crisis! following!wars! in! the!Middle!
East,!and!subsequent!reduced!oil!production.!This!led!to!higher!prices!and!a!certainty!that!Norwegian!
developments! would! now! likely! pay! off.! In! 1979! the! production! from! Statjford! also! started!
(Norwegian!Petroleum!Museum).!
In! 1980,! the! first! blocks! north! of! 62nd! latitude! were! awarded.! This! was! a! controversial! decision!
because! of! the! fisheries! (Norwegian! Petroleum! Museum).! In! 1981! the! first! discovery! on!







to! Statoil,! and! one! tied! to! the! State’s! Direct! Financial! Interest! (SDFI).! It! is! a! portfolio! where! the!
Norwegian!government!owns! interest! in!E&P! licenses!on!the!Norwegian!continental!shelf.! In!2001,!
Petoro!was!established!to!keep!running!the!SDFI!(Ministry!of!Petroleum!and!Energy,!2013).!Very!low!




resources!and!a!strong! increase! in!oil!prices,! this!has!risen!significantly,!and!by!December!2nd!2013!
the!Norwegian!oil!fund!passed!5!000!billion!NOK!in!size!(Dagens!Næringsliv,!2013).!
Since!the!beginning!in!the!1960’s,!this!industry!has!created!values!of!more!than!12!000!billion!kroner,!
and!by!2012! it!accounted!for!23%!of!the!GDP!in!Norway.!The! industry! is!vast!and!capital! intensive,!
and! as! of! 12/31/2012,! more! than! 3! 000! billion! kroner! have! been! invested! in! exploration,!
development,!infrastructure!and!land!facilities!in!Norway!(Ministry!of!Petroleum!and!Energy,!2013).!
These!big!numbers!also!invite!for!big!cost!overruns!to!be!done,!but!even!though!some!projects!have!





We! have! already! limited! the! topic! of! our! report! to! only! look! at! developments! on! the! Norwegian!







are! not! official,!we! also! considered! it!more! likely! to! get! access! to! the!data! if! the! field!were! some!
years!old,!since!it!probably!makes!them!less!sensitive.!However!it!was!also!important!for!us!to!look!at!

















By! grouping! developments! that! met! our! criteria! of! when! they! sent! in! their! PDOs! and! started!
production,!we! tried! to! ensure! that! the! decisions! to! develop! these! oil! fields!were!made!with! the!








The! differences! could! be! as! follows:! whether! they! are! oil! or! gas! intensive,! the! size! of! the! initial!
investment,! how! the! field! was! developed,! the! ocean! depth,! the! depth! of! the! reservoir,! and! the!
reservoir’s! temperature!and!pressure.!When!comparing!the!different!developments!we!need!to!be!
aware! of! the! differences! between! the! developments! and! fields! since! these! items! can! have! a!
significant!impact!on!the!investments,!revenues!and!operating!costs.!!
After! identifying! which! fields! fit! our! criteria,! we! contacted! the! individual! operators! and! the!
Norwegian!Ministry!of!Petroleum!and!Energy.!This!secured!access!to!different!sources!of!data!that!
we!could!use!in!our!analysis.!From!these!we!got!PDOs,!Storting!propositions!and!impact!assessments!









used!more! comprehensively! throughout!our!analysis.! Since! these! sources!are!not!available! for! the!
average!reader!we!have!chosen!to!present!these!briefly.!
3.3.1!Wood!Mackenzie!Global!Economic!Model!
The!GEM!by! the! consulting!and! research! company!WM! is! an!effective! valuation! tool! for!upstream!
assets! and! portfolios! around! the! world.! It! is! used! for! market! valuation,! M&A! transactions,!
benchmarking,! fiscal!analysis!and!negotiations! (Wood!Mackenzie,!2014a).!The!model!allows!you!to!
customize! asset! and! company! data,! prices! and! fiscal!models! to! generate! valuation! based! on! your!















For!our!analysis! some!parts!of! the!PDO!are!more!relevant! than!others.!We!will!especially! focus!on!
costs!and!schedule,!removal!of!the!installations!and!the!economic!analysis.!The!PDO!is!not!available!
to! the!public! and!we! signed! confidentiality! agreements! to! be! granted! access.! Because!of! this,! our!
analysis!will!need! to!aggregate!data! to!ensure! the!confidential!data! in! the!PDOs.!We!acknowledge!






The! PDOs! are!much!more! detailed! than! publicly! available! information.! Because! of! this!we! do! not!





need! to! be! approved! by! the! Storting,! while! smaller! developments! can! be! approved! by! only! the!
Ministry! of! Energy! and! Petroleum.! The! Ministry! of! Petroleum! and! Energy! generate! the! Storting!




as! such.! How! the! development! will! link! to! other! fields! on! the! continental! shelf! and! a! focus! on!
environmental! issues! are! included.! By! emphasizing! production,! transport,! environmental,! and!




has! on! the! environment,! society,! the! fishery! industry,! and! assessments! regarding! different!
development! solutions.! The! social! consequences! focus! on! the! economic! effects! directly! from! the!
field!and!the!spillover!effect!it!has!on!the!oil!and!gas!industry!and!the!rest!of!the!country.!The!impact!
assessments! consider! a! wide! range! of! qualitative! data,! providing! good! insight! into! possible!
challenges! regarding! the! development! that! we! can! investigate! further! if! our! findings! from! the!














The!quantitative!data! sources!are!also! complementary,!but!differ! largely!due! to! the! time! frame! in!
which!they!were!created.!The!data!and!estimates!in!the!PDO!are!created!prior!to!the!development!of!
the! fields.! Because! of! this,! the! data! only! represents! the! best! estimates! of! the! real! production,!
revenues,!costs!and!capital!investments.!On!the!other!hand!the!data!from!WM!GEM!is!updated!twice!
a!year,!with!updated!estimates! for! the! future!and!real!numbers! from!the!past.!Since!the!PDOs!are!
quite!old,!and!the!data!from!WM!are!quite!new,!we!are!able!to!use!the!differences!between!them!to!
determine! how! good! the! estimates! were,! and! how! accurate! the! profitability! is! likely! to! be! when!
compared!to!the!estimates!once!deciding!to!take!on!the!project.!!
However,! the! comparison! between! the! WM! database! and! the! PDO! is! not! straightforward.! The!
parameters! such! as! costs,! revenues,! production! and! CAPEX! are! not! grouped! in! the! same!manner.!
Because! of! this! we! have! grouped! these! to! facilitate! benchmarking! and! comparison! between! the!
updated!data!from!WM!and!the!estimated!data!from!PDO.!!
Specific+assessments+regarding+the+analysis+












All! the! fields! valued! and! analyzed! are! subject! to! Norwegian! tax! authorities! and! taxation! laws.!
However,! there! could! be! permanent! and! temporary! differences! between! them,!which!we! are! not!
aware! of,! that! can! influence! both! the! tax! and! paid! taxes,!which! in! turn! can! influence! the! present!
value! of! the! fields! after! taxes.! Our! analysis! shows! that! our! present! values! before! tax! equals! the!
values!found!in!the!PDOs,!but!there!are!differences!after!taxes.!This!may!be!caused!by!the!timing!of!











we!have! chosen! to! let! the! interest! rates!and!down!payment!period! follow! the!expectations! in! the!
PDO,!but!letting!the!CAPEX!affect!the!size!of!the!loan!since!there!is!made!assumptions!that!a!certain!
part!of!the!investments!would!be!financed!using!debt.!!
Some!of! the! fields!produce!only!oil,! some!only! gas,! and! some!produce!both,! so!we!need! to!use!a!









for! individual! oil! companies! and! oil! fields.!We! have! no! opportunity! to! assess! the! sources! used! by!
WM.!The!company!is!well!known,!and!this!program!is!frequently!used!in!the!oil!industry!on!a!global!
basis.!Because!of!this!we!consider!the!data!to!be!of!a!strong!and!good!quality,!and!the!best!available!




Because! of! this! the! data! presented! will! need! to! be! aggregated! so! that! detailed! confidential!
information!is!not!published.!







are! aggregated! in! the! same! manner.! Where! it! was! not! clear! how! the! data! was! aggregated,! we!









Sea.! Esso! Exploration! and! Production! Norway! AS,! which! was! the! interim! operator,! applied! for!




the!moment),!Amerada!Hess!Norge!AS,!and!The!State’s!direct! financial! interest!were!the! licensees.!
Currently! (February! 13th! 2014)! the!operator! is! ExxonMobil! Exploration! and!Production!Norway!AS,!
and! additional! licensees! are! Det! norske! oljeselskap! ASA,! Dana! Petroleum! Norway! AS,! and! Faroe!
Petroleum!Norge!AS!(Norwegian!Petroleum!Directorate,!2013b).!
The! field! has! been! developed! with! a! combined! accommodation,! production,! and! storage! vessel!




the!well! stream! is!water! (Norwegian!Petroleum!Directorate,!2013b).!A! small!oil! field,! Jette,! is!now!
tied!into!Jotun,!using!some!of!its!production!capacity.!Jotun,!which!was!expected!to!stop!producing!

























































































































































































































Date!of!source! Jan.!1997! Feb.!1999! ! ! Nov.!2013! !
Administration!and!
project!planning! 0.508! 0.646! 0.137! 27%! ! !
Platform!! 4.139! 4.717! 0.578! 14%!! ! !
Modifications!! 0! 0! 0! W! ! !
Subsea!constructions! 0.416! 0.567! 0.151! 36%! ! !
Marine!operations!! 0! 0! 0! W! ! !
Assembly!and!
commencement! 0! 0! 0! W! ! !
Drilling!and!completion! 1.135! 1.149! 0.014! 1%! ! !
Miscellaneous!! 0! 0.125! 0.125! W! ! !




The!cost!overrun! for! Jotun!prior! to! the!report!published!February!19th!1999,!eight!months!prior! to!
production!start,!was!1,005!million!NOK!in!total,!or!16%!above!the!estimates!in!the!approved!PDO.!
Our! estimated! final! costs! for! the! planned! development! were! 27.9%! above! the! PDO! that! was!
approved!by!the!Norwegian!government.! In!the!report! the!operator! states!that!there!were!several!
reasons!for!the!cost!overruns.!
The!platform!accounts!for!about!half!the!cost!overruns!and!it!is!mainly!due!to!underestimation,!and!
increased! weight! of! the! topside,! in! addition! to! some! further! development! of! the! design.! For! the!
subsea! construction! underestimation! and! further! development! in! the! design! has! caused! the! cost!












At! the! time!of!PDO,! Saga!Petroleum!AS!and!Statoil!AS! (named!Den!norske! stats!oljeselskap!at! the!
moment)! were! the! licensees! after! Saga! had! bought! Esso’s! share! in! 1994! (Norwegian! Petroleum!
Directorate,!2014a).!Currently,!on!February!13th!2014,!the!Operator!is!Talisman!Energy!Norge!AS,!and!
additional!licensees!are!Petoro!AS!and!Det!norske!oljeselskap!ASA.!
The! field! is! developed! with! a! production! vessel! that! has! integrated! oil! storage! connected! to! the!
wellhead! facility! Varg! A.! The! decommissioning! plan! for! the! field! was! approved! in! 2001,! with!
scheduled! end! of! production! in! the! summer! of! 2002.! However,! because! of! new! measures,! the!
lifetime! of! the! field! was! prolonged! and! the! field! is! now! expected! to! produce! until! 2021.! Drilling!
campaigns! to! optimize! the! recovery! have! been! successful,! and! several! new! production! wells! are!
planned! for! the! future.! The! recovery! takes! place! using! gas! and!water! injection.! The! field! has! only!
produced!oil!so!far!and!used!the!gas!as!injection!to!support!the!recovery.!In!the!future!it!is!expected!



























































































































Date!of!source! Jan.!1996! Feb.!1999! ! ! Nov.!2013! !
Administration!! 0.168! 0.300! 0.133! 79%! ! !
Platform!(Varg!A!and!B)! 1.994! 2.055! 0.061!! 3%!! ! !
Modifications!! !0! 0! !0! !W!! ! !
Subsea!construction! 0.158! 0.173! 0.015! 9%! ! !
Marine!operations!! 0.025! 0.133! 0.108! 432%! ! !
Assembly!and!
commencement!
0.037! 0.140! 0.103! 278%! !
!
Drilling!and!completion! 0.553! 0.835! 0.282! 51%! ! !
Miscellaneous!! 0! 0! 0! !W!! ! !
















Administration! costs! increased! by! 133! MNOK,! 79%,! due! to! higher! degree! of! followWup! on! the!
production!facility,!caused!by!lack!of!followWup!from!their!suppliers.!Because!of!inadequate!technical!




Oseberg! Øst! was! granted! as! production! license! 53! as! early! as! in! 1979.! It! is! located! just! east! of!
Oseberg,!in!the!northern!parts!of!the!North!Sea.!Statoil!AS!(named!Den!norske!stats!oljeselskap!a.s!at!
that!time)!is!now!the!operator,!as!it!was!in!1979.!The!discovery!on!this!field!was!done!in!1981,!and!in!
1982! the! operator! became! Norsk! Hydro,! which! continued! until! Statoil! became! operator! again! in!
2007.!The!PDO!was!not!approved!until!October!11th!1996!though,!and!production!started!as!late!as!
May!3rd!1999.!!
The!other! licensees!are!Petoro!AS,! Total! E&P!Norge!AS,! and!ConocoPhillips! Skandinavia!AS.!At! the!





This! field! has! been! developed! with! an! integrated,! fixed! facility! with! accommodations,! drilling!
equipment,! and! first! stage! separation! of! oil,! water! and! gas.! The! oil! is! recovered! with! pressure!
support!using!gas!and!water.!The!oil!then!goes!through!pipelines!to!the!Oseberg!field!center.!It!gets!
processed!and!transported!from!there!to!Stureterminalen.!There!is!also!some!gas!in!the!license,!but!
this! is! mainly! used! as! injection! for! pressure! support,! and! as! fuel! gas! (Norwegian! Petroleum!
Directorate,!2013c)!
The! field! has! prolonged! its! initial! production! period! till! 2031,! and! they! are! expecting! to! recover!




















































Date!of!source! Apr.!1996! Feb.!1999! ! ! Nov.!2013! !
Administration!and!
project!planning! 0.247! 0.297! 0.050! 20!%! ! !
Platform!! 1.595! 1.936! 0.340! 21!%!! ! !
Modifications!! 0.118! 0.088! 0.029! W25!%! ! !
Subsea!constructions! 0.267! 0.192! W0.075! W28!%! ! !
Marine!operations!! 0.180! 0.267! 0.087! 48!%! ! !
Assembly!and!
commencement! 0.064! 0.175! 0.111! 173!%! ! !
Drilling!and!completion! 1.016! 1.334! 0.318! 31!%! ! !
Miscellaneous!! 0! 0.008! 0.008! W! ! !






the!approved!PDO.!Our! total!estimated! final! costs!of! the!planned!development!were!31.8%!above!
the!PDO! that!was!approved!by! the!Norwegian!government.!We!have! set! the! cut!off! for! the! initial!
investments!according!to!the!PDO!to!be!all!investments!from!1996!and!through!2000.!!
Much! of! the! cost! increase! of! the! platform! is! due! to! a! heavier! body,! but! also! because! of!
underestimation!and!deficiencies.!Of! the!cost!overrun!on!drilling!and!completion,! some!costs!have!









in! 2000.! The! field! consists! of! discoveries! on!Midgard,! Smørbukk! and! Smørbukk! Sør.!Midgard!was!





approved! June! 14th! 1996,! and! production! started!May! 19th! 1999.! Today,! as!was! true! in! 1996,! the!
operator! is! Statoil! Petroleum! AS,! and! the! other! licensees! are! Petoro! AS,! Eni! Norge! AS,! Total! E&P!
Norge!AS,!and!ExxonMobil!Exploration!&!Production!Norway!AS!(Norwegian!Petroleum!Directorate,!
2014b).!
The! sea! depth! where! the! facilities! are! is! from! 240W300!meters,! and! the! reserves! are! at! different!
depths!for!the!different!discoveries,!the!deepest!discoveries!being!as!deep!as!4850!meters.!
The! field! has! been!developed!with! subsea!wells! tied! to! an! FPSO! (floating! production,! storage! and!
offloading)!vessel!called!Åsgard!A,!and!a!floating!semiWsubmersible!platform!which!processes!gas!and!
condensate,!Åsgard!B.!There!is!also!a!storage!vessel!tied!to!Åsgard!B!to!store!condensate.!Gas!from!
Mikkel! also! gets! processed! at! Åsgard,! and! injection! gas! is! transported! to! the! Tyrihans! field!
(Norwegian! Petroleum!Directorate,! 2014b).! The! recovery! of! each! discovery! also! differs.! Smørbukk!
Sør! recovers! its! resources! through! the! use! of! gas! injections,! while! Smørbukk! uses! both!




URR!with!more!wells! and! sidetracks.! They! have! also! discovered! new! segments!with! hydrocarbons!









































Date!of!source! Des.!1995! Feb.!1999! ! ! Nov.!2013! !
Administration!and!
project!planning! 3.996! 5.248! 1.251! 31%! ! !
Platform!! 9.994! 11.558! 1.564! 16%! ! !
Modifications!! 0! 0! 0! 0! ! !
Subsea!constructions! 3.693! 5.312! 1.619! 44%! ! !
Marine!operations!! 2.327! 2.764! 0.438! 19%! ! !
Assembly!and!
commencement! 0.136! 0.199! 0.063! 47%! ! !
Drilling!and!completion! 7.162! 10.417! 3.255! 45%! ! !
Miscellaneous!! 1.219! 1.469! 0.250! 21%! ! !














































































planned! wells! were! drilled,! were! 75.9%! above! the! PDO! that! was! approved! by! the! Norwegian!
government.!
Much!of!the!cost!overrun!on!Åsgard!A!is!due!to!work!being!handled!by!Aker!Stord!instead!of!Hitachi!
Zosen,! increased! weight! on! the! platform,! more! risers! than! estimated,! and! increased! injection! of!
produced!water!and!gas.!Åsgard!B!also!underestimated!the!cost!of!the!topside,!and!generated!higher!
costs!on! the! structural! support.! Åsgard!C!was! first! considered! for!purchase,! but! instead!became!a!
leased!property.!
The!subsea!constructions!also! increased!costs!because!of!the! increased!number!of!risers,!and!their!










coincide! with! the! discount! rates! used! in! the! PDOs,! these! being! used! to! compare! our! updated!
valuations! to! the! original! valuations! in! the! PDOs.! To! accomplish! this!we! have! created! a! valuation!
model,!this!model!being!used!to!create!new!financial!statements!for!the!income!statement!and!cash!
flow!statement,!and!the!required!balance!sheet!items,!such!as!accumulated!uplift!and!depreciation.!
We! have! used! the! available! data! from! the! PDOs,! and! used! the! assumptions! made! in! the! PDOs!
throughout! the! valuation!where!we! do! not! have! any! updated! information.! This! can! be! related! to!
financing! decisions!where! some! of! the! initial! CAPEX! are! financed! by! debt! with! a! given! grace! and!




in! real! terms! since! the!PDOs!operate!with! real! numbers! in!NOK’96!or!NOK’95.!Because!of! this!we!
have!converted!all!the!nominal!monetary!numbers!into!the!deflated!real!values!of!NOK’95!or!NOK’96!








expect! unforeseen! changes! in! technology,! for! instance,! which! can! increase! the! recovery! rate! and!
hence! the! economic! value! of! the! field.!We! need! to! be! aware! of! this! source! of! uncertainty! when!
conducting!our!analysis!in!order!to!avoid!false!conclusions.!This!uncertainty!and!the!impact!of!it!will!
be!further!discussed!in!the!part!of!criticism!to!our!data.!!
We!have!seen! that!on!an!afterWtax!valuation! the! timing!of! the! tax!payments!has!an! impact!on! the!
value!of!the!field.!After!speaking!with!industry!sources!we!have!found!that!oil!companies!pays!50%!of!














cannot! effectively! identify! the! cost! drivers.! The! datasets! also! group! the! OPEX! in! different! ways!
making!a!detailed!and!correct!analysis!of!the!operating!costs!difficult.!We!find!that!a!detailed!analysis!
would!demand!many!assumptions,!which!we!will!not!know!if!correct!or!not.!Because!of!this!we!have!
chosen! not! to! complete! a! detailed! analysis! of! the! operating! costs! since! a! more! detailed! analysis!
would! just! lead! to!more!uncertainty! regarding!our! findings.! Because!of! this!we! feel! that! a! correct!
analysis!on!a!more!aggregated!level!is!the!better!for!our!analysis.!
The! only! area! in! which! the! PDOs! and! the! data! from! WM! are! comparable! regarding! costs! is!
transportation!costs.!These!are!often!given!in!both!the!PDOs!and!the!WM,!but!not!for!all!products.!So!
where! it! is! possible! and! meaningful! we! have! analyzed! the! variance! for! these! costs! using! the!
produced!volumes!as!the!cost!driver!for!transportation!of!petroleum.!!
In!terms!of!deciding!production!volumes,!the!different!fields!produce!a!variety!of!petroleum,!such!as!



























transportation,! if! the! transport! costs!are! supplied! in!GEM!or!PDO.!We!have!excluded! leasing!costs!
and!tariff!receipts.!The!leasing!costs!are!excluded!since!these!costs!occur!after!the!sale!of!production!
and!processing! facilities.!Otherwise! they!would!need! to! carry! these!ownership!expenses!as! capital!














Jotun! 38.0%! 62.0%! 14! 33! 24!%!
Varg! 63.1%! 36.9%! 17! 21! 283!%!
Oseberg!Øst! 63.1%! 37.0%! 6! 23! 136!%!
















When!calculating! the!B/EWprices,!both! for! the!PDOs!and!with! the!updated!numbers,!we!needed! to!
assess! the! production.! For! Jotun,! Varg,! and!Oseberg!Øst,! almost! all! the! value! comes! from! the! oil!
production.! The! relative! value! of! the! oil! production! compared! to! the! gas! production! is! so! much!
bigger!that!when!calculating!the!B/EWprices!we!have! let!the!gas!prices!remain!unchanged!since! it! is!
















Saying!that!the!cost!overruns!undermine!the!net!present!value! in! itself! is!true,!but! looking!at!what!









The! results! clearly! indicate! that! the! increased! oil! and! gas! prices! have! had! a! significantly! positive!
effect! on! the! value! of! the! fields,! the! increases! being! the! single!most! important! positive! factor! for!














and! Åsgard,! have! a! higher! URR! than! estimated.! For! Oseberg! Øst! and! Varg,! the! URR! is! clearly!
increased!due!to!prolonged! lifetimes,!but! this! is!not! the!case! for!Åsgard.! It! seems!from!our!results!
that! Åsgard! is! the! exception,! and! that! the! other! fields! have! had! overly! optimistic! production!
estimates.!With!only!three!of!the!four!fields!complying!with!our!hypothesis,!we!cannot!declare!this!to!
be!true!on!a!general!basis.!A!potential!reason!why!Åsgard!deviates!may!be!that!it!is!largely!a!gas!field!
compared! to! the!other! fields.!This!has! implications!on!how!much!can!be!done! to!production!since!





in! the! PDOs,! both! while! developing! the! field! according! to! the! PDO,! and! after! completing! the!
development.!Taking!the!prolonged!lifetime!and!increased!URR!into!consideration,!this! implies!that!
the!fields!have!made!investments!in!drilling!in!order!to!increase!URR.!However,!this!is!the!only!factor!












production)! is!not! significant.!Before! taxes,! the!deviation! is! in! the! interval!of! W1.6%!and!2.5%! from!
PDO! depending! on! the! discount! rates,! which! we!would! categorize! as! hitting! target! regarding! the!
initial! valuation! in! the! PDO.! The! discount! rates! used! are! the! same! as! in! the! PDOs,! which! we!
presented! in! chapter! 2.2.1! on! page! 19.! After! taxes,! the! results! are! not! quite! the! same,! but! the!
deviation!is!not!dramatic.!With!variances!in!the!deviation!between!10.9%!and!W11.6%,!depending!on!
the!discount!rate,!we!would!still!say!that!the!net!present!value!found!in!in!the!PDO!is!acceptable.!All!
of! the! internal! rates!of! return! (IRR)!are!quite!acceptable! for! investments!with!an!expected!present!
IRR! of! the! project! of! 16.3%! after! taxes! compared! to! 19.0%! in! the! PDO,! and! 36.3%! before! taxes!
compared!to!38.5%!in!the!PDO.!The!updated!IRR!shows!that!the!return!is!acceptable.!!The!timing!of!
the!tax!payments!causes!the!relatively!large!difference!of!the!present!values!after!taxes!between!the!
different!discount!rates.!This! indicates!that! the!higher!CAPEX!that!occurred! in!the!beginning!of! the!
development!had!a! larger!overall! impact!as!the!discount!rate! increases,!and!the!value!of! later!cash!
flows! declines.! The! analysis! shows! that! the! IRR,! after! the! cost! overruns,! was! significantly! more!
damaged! than! the! updated! IRR! shows,! but! still! acceptable.! This! is! because! Jotun! produced!
significantly!more!oil!than!estimated!in!the!early!years!of!its!lifetime.!!
Our!conclusion!is!that!even!though!the!development!experienced!severe!cost!overruns,!the!value!of!






Discount!rate!1! 0%! 13,009! W213! W1.6%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 7,613! 155! 2.1%!







Discount!rate!1! 0%! 4,202! 412! 10.9%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 1,753! W25! W1.4%!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! IRR! IRR! Deviation! IRR! Deviation!
Before!tax! 38.5%! 28.6%! W9.9!pp! 36.3%! W2.2!pp!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! B/EWPrice! B/EWPrice! Deviation! B/EWPrice! Deviation!
Before!tax! $10.70! $12.49! 16.7%! $16.19! 51.3%!







for! a!more! comprehensive! drilling! program! than! planned! in! the! PDO.! In! the! period! from! 2002! to!
2006,!well!after!the!development!was!finished,!eight!new!wells!and!several!observation!wells!were!
drilled.!None! of! these!were! specified! in! the! PDO.!A! possible! reason! for! this!may! be! that! the! field!
produced!a! lot!more! than!expected! in! the!year!2000,!and!only!a!bit!more! in!2001,!before! it!had!a!
severe!decrease!in!production!volume.!!
The!difference!in!operating!costs!may!be!a!result!of!factors!not!specified!in!the!PDO.!These!could!be!












lower! than! what! was! expected! in! the! PDO.! The! effect! of! the! lower! production! volumes! has! a!
significant! impact!on! the! value!of! the!development.! The! results!of! this! are! a! reduced!value!of! the!
field! totaling!approximately!one! third!of! the! initial! PDO!value.!However,! as! the!oil! prices!over! this!
period! were! so! much! higher! than! expected,! the! result! more! than! offset! the! effects! of! lower!






















































The! static! budget! variance! of! the! operating! costs,! and! revenue! streams,! shows! the! deviations!
between!the!budget!and!the!updated!numbers.!The!analysis!shows!that!the!field!has!experienced!a!
significant! increase! in! revenues,! but! also! a! large! negative! effect! concerning!CAPEX,! resulting! in! an!
overrun!of!3.027!MNOK’96.!Taking!into!account!the!CAPEX!being!much!lower!than!the!revenues,!we!
can!say!that!this!is!a!relatively!larger!deviation.!The!analysis!also!shows!that!the!field!had!somewhat!






A! more! detailed! variance! analysis! of! revenues! and! costs! of! Jotun! helps! us! gain! a! better!
understanding!of!the!performance!of!the!field.!When!considering!the!revenues,!we!can!see!that!the!
revenues! from!production! and! sale! of! gas!were! about! 82%!higher! than! expected! in! the! PDO.! The!





Revenues ''''''''26'167' '''''''''''''''''4'011' '''''30'178'
Opex ''''''''''6'309' 4'''''''''''''''''''236' ''''''6'545'
Transport'costs 236'''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''10' '''''''''226'
CapEx ''''''''''5'909' 4''''''''''''''''3'027' ''''''8'936'

















degree! fixed,!we!would! expect! the! operating! costs! to! be! higher! than! indicated! by! the! production!
volume! described! in! the! flexible! budget,! if! the! field! is! expected! to! produce! five!more! years! than!
estimated!in!the!PDO.!This!is!because!the!annual!costs!would!not!be!severely!affected!by!production!











Oil $$$$$$$29$171$ $$$10$081$ 53% $$$$$$19$090$ .$$$$6$523$ .25% $$$$$$$25$613$
Gas $$$$$$$$$1$007$ $$$$$$$$336$ 50% $$$$$$$$$$$671$ $$$$$$$$$118$ 21% $$$$$$$$$$$$554$
Total$revenues $$$$$$$30$178$ $$$10$417$ 53% $$$$$$19$762$ .$$$$6$405$ .24% $$$$$$$26$167$
Costs
Opex $$$$$$$$$6$545$ $$$$$$$$609$ 10% $$$$$$$$5$936$ .$$$$$$$373$ .6% $$$$$$$$$6$309$
Transport$Opex$(gas) $$$$$$$$$$$$226$ .$$$$$$$$60$ .21% $$$$$$$$$$$286$ $$$$$$$$$$50$ 21% $$$$$$$$$$$$236$












Our!updated!valuation!of!Varg!has!significant!deviations! from!the!valuation! in! the!PDO.!This! is!not!
surprising!since!the!field!was!expected!to!produce!until!2003,!but!has!had!its!lifetime!prolonged!until!
at!least!2021.!The!cash!flows!from!the!field!have!been!significantly!higher!than!expected,!but!over!a!
much! longer!period!of!time!than!the!expectations.!Over!the! lifetime!of!Varg,! the!total!cash!flow! in!
our! updated! valuation! is! 10! 900!MNOK’95! compared! to! 3! 106!MNOK! in! the! PDO.!However,! since!
these!cash!flows!are!expected!to!occur!over!a!much! longer!period,! the!overall!net!present!value! is!





We!can!also!see! that! the!updated! IRR! from!the!project!has!almost!been!cut! in!half! from!the!PDO,!
both!before!and!after!taxes.!This!is!due!to!the!higher!CAPEX,!increased!OPEX,!and!lower!production!
volumes! than! those! expected! in! the! first! phase! of! the! field’s! production.! Taking! into! account! that!
there!is!no!IRR!after!the!cost!overruns,!when!considering!the!original!development,!we!see!that!the!
field! has! performed!worse! than! planned.! The! large! reductions! in! the! IRR! are! not! satisfying! when!
considering!the!overall!performance!of!the!field.!!
The! B/EWprices,! both! before! and! after! taxes,! have! almost! tripled! in! the! updated! valuation! when!
compared! to! the! PDO.! The! reasons! for! this! may! be! the! same! as! those! outlined! above! for! the!





Discount!rate!1! 0%! 10!900! 7!794! 251.0%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 2!659! 952! 55.8%!




Discount!rate!1! 0%! 4!596! 3!196! 228.4%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 513! W66! W11.4%!







! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! IRR! IRR! Deviation! IRR! Deviation!
Before!tax! 27.1%! NA*! NA*! 13.9%! W13.2!pp!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! B/EWPrice! B/EWPrice! Deviation! B/EWPrice! Deviation!
Before!tax! $10.47! $18.31! 74.9%! $29.75!! 184.1%!










single! most! important! factor! to! the! valuation! of! the! field! is! the! oil! prices,! which! have! been!
significantly!higher!than!the!expectations!in!the!PDO.!!
The! total! effect! of! the! increased! oil! prices! of! approximately! 7! 500!MNOK’95! by! itself! constitutes!
three!times!the!original!valuation!of!the!field.!This!is!probably!one!of!the!reasons!why!the!field!has!
had!its!lifetime!prolonged!so!much!as!it!has.!!
Other! income! consists! of! sales! of! the! Varg! facilities,! which,! although! generating! revenue,! also!
increased!costs!since!these!facilities!were!then!leased!back!to!the!field.!!
The!OPEX!having!such!a!negative!impact!on!the!valuation!of!the!field!should!not!be!surprising!when!
considering!that! the!production! lifetime!of! the! field!has!been!prolonged!from!6!to!23!years.!When!







CAPEX! is! due! to! cost! overruns! in! the! development! of! the! field,! and! large! investments! in! drilling!
activities,!during!the!time!period!2003!through!2013.!
When!excluding!the!effect!oil!prices!have!had!on!the!value!of!the!field,!we!can!clearly!see!that!this!


























































































































A! more! detailed! variance! analysis! of! the! field! consists! of! considering! the! revenues! from! oil!
production!and!the!operating!costs.!The!reason!for!this!is!that!these!are!the!only!numbers!in!which!
the!data! from!the!PDO!and! the!GEM!coincide.!The!production!and!export!of!NGL!and!gas!was!not!
anticipated! in! the! PDO,! while! other! cost! groups,! such! as! transportation! of! oil,! is! not! specified! in!
enough!detail!to!analyze.!!
When!analyzing!the!revenues!from!oil!production,!we!can!see!that!the!field!is!expected!to!produce!a!
significant! larger! volume! than! estimated! in! the! PDO.! However! we! can! also! see! that! increased! oil!
prices! during! this! period! have! had! a! significantly! larger! impact! on! the! revenues.! Our! analysis!
indicates! that!a!good! job!was!done!with!controllable!deviations!of!production!volumes,!and! that!a!











Revenues '''''''''''6'737' '''''''''''''''23'606' ''''''30'342'
Opex '''''''''''1'692' 3'''''''''''''''6'307' ''''''''7'999'
CapEx '''''''''''3'073' 3'''''''''''''''4'779' ''''''''7'852'
















not! for! the! increased!oil!prices! in! the!period!and!the! field!would!probably!not!be!developed! if! the!
B/EWprice!after!completing!the!development!were!known!in!advance!of!the!development!of!the!field.!
4.5.3!Oseberg!Øst!







Oil $$$$$$$$30$342$ $$$$19$136$ 171% $$$$$$11$206$ $$$$$4$470$ 66% $$$$$$$6$737$
Costs









The$B/EUprice$however$shows$a$different$picture,$with$the$updated$B/EUprice$before$taxes$being$over$twice$as$high$as$that$estimated$in$the$PDO,$and$almost$a$tripling$after$taxes.$This$shows$that$the$project$needed$a$significantly$higher$oil$price$to$be$profitable$compared$to$that$estimated$in$the$PDO.$$The$total$picture$however$seems$to$be$that$even$though$we$know$from$earlier$reports$that$there$have$been$ serious$ cost$ overruns,$ the$ value$has$ actually$ gone$up,$ so$ it$ is$ still$ a$ very$profitable$project.$
Table$24$–$NPV$before$tax$;$Oseberg$Øst$(MNOK'96)$Updated$present$value$before$unconsolidated$tax$ Deviation$from$PDO$before$tax$Discount$rate$1$ 0%$ $17$509$$ 12$235$ 232.0%$Discount$rate$2$ 7%$ $5$925$$ 2$974$ 100.8%$Discount$rate$3$ 10%$ $3$895$$ 1$631$ 72.0%$$




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! IRR! IRR! Deviation! IRR! Deviation!
Before!tax! 29.3%! 22.6%!! W!6.7!pp! 25.8%! U$3.5$pp!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! B/EWPrice! B/EWPrice! Deviation! B/EWPrice! Deviation!
Before!tax! $10.11! $11.50! 13.8%! $22.32!! 120.8%!
After!tax! $10.17! $11.57! 13.8%! $28.95!! 184.7%!
!






















































higher$than$the$estimated$$15$all$but$one$year.$It$has$actually$been$as$high$as$5$times$the$price$given$in$the$PDO$(in$real$’96$USD).$A$ chart$where$we$ do$ not$ include$ the$ positive$ effect$ of$ the$ price$ shows$ how$much$worse$ the$development$really$performed.$ If$ the$price$had$stayed$at$a$stable$$15$ in$real$1996$ figures,$ the$net$present$value$would$have$been$negative$4$billion$kroner.$
!With$ this$ price,$ the$ development$ would$ have$ been$ a$ disaster$ for$ the$ licensees,$ making$ the$project$very$unprofitable.!
Variance+Analysis+









Revenues ''''''''14'049' '''''''''''''''30'381' '''''''44'429'
Opex ''''''''''2'680' 3'''''''''''''''8'634' '''''''11'314'
Transport'costs 2'275''''''''' 3''''''''''''''''''931' '''''''''3'206'
CapEx ''''''''''3'570' 3'''''''''''''''8'235' '''''''11'805'








We! have! looked! at! the! operating! costs! without! the! transport! expenses,! as! the! latter! are! more!
directly! tied! to! production! than! the! rest! of! the! operating! costs.! As! we! see! from! table! 29,! the!





a!bit!higher!production,!but! it! still!has!an! increase!of!22%!from!the! flexible!budget! to! the!updated!
value!found!with!updates!up!until!November!2013.!













Oil $$$$$43$970$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$27$897$ 174% $$$$$$$16$073$ $$$$$$$2$343$ 17% $$$$$$13$731$
Gas$(199632007) $$$$$$$$$$$229$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$229$ $$3$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$0$ $3$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0$
Gas$(20083$$) $$$$$$$$$$$231$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$159$ 221% $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$72$ 3$$$$$$$$$246$ 377% $$$$$$$$$$$318$
Total $$$$$44$429$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$28$284$ 175% $$$$$$$16$145$ $$$$$$$2$096$ 15% $$$$$$14$049$
Costs
Opex $$$$$11$314$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$6$197$ 121% $$$$$$$$$$5$117$ $$$$$$$2$437$ 91% $$$$$$$$2$680$
Total$Transport$Opex $$$$$$$$3$206$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$588$ 22% $$$$$$$$$$2$619$ $$$$$$$$$$344$ 15% $$$$$$$$2$275$










higher! than!expected,! this! showed! to!be! a! very!profitable!project.! The! IRR!before! taxes!were! also!
significantly! higher! than! the! IRR! in! the! PDO.! This! implies! that! the! project! has! been! a! success! in!
economic!terms!and!quite!profitable.!If!it!was!not!for!the!increased!production,!and!higher!prices!of!
oil! and! gas,! this! may! not! have! been! the! case.! The! analysis! also! shows! that! the! IRR,! after! cost!
overruns,!were!significantly! lower!than!both!the!updated!IRR,!and!that!estimated! in!the!PDO.! !This!




Discount!rate!1! 0%! 115!776! 87!358! 307%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 34!021! 26!553! 356%!




Discount!rate!1! 0%! 463!445! 357!374! 337%!
Discount!rate!2! 7%! 147!709! 114!746! 348%!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! IRR! IRR! Deviation! IRR! Deviation!
Before!tax! 21.9%! 15.2!%! W!6.7!pp! 28.6%! +6.7!pp!




! PDO! After!cost!overrun! Updated!
! B/EWPrice! B/EWPrice! Deviation! B/EWPrice! Deviation!
Before!tax! $10.90! $12.61! 15.7%! $13.31! 22.1%!











than! outweighed! by! the! extra! earnings.! The! CAPEX! cost! overruns! are! primarily! due! to!
underestimating!costs,!but!also!to!changes!in!production!capacity!and!recovery!strategy.!As!of!2013,!
the!total!number!of!wells! that!were!planned! in! the!PDO!are!still!not!completed!(Statoil,!2013), but!
more! opportunities! in! the! existing! field! are! being! sought.! The! change! in! production! capacity! can!
somewhat!be!seen!in!the!higher!net!present!value!given!by!this!section.!
There!has!not!been!more!drilling!than!originally!planned,!but!higher!investments!subsea!and!on!the!





The!much! higher! revenues! are! somewhat! due! to!more! investments,! which! resulted! in! somewhat!


































value!much! higher! than! was! expected! in! the! PDO.! Once! again,! this! is! mainly! due! to! higher! sales!























































































































The! static! budget! variance! shows!what!we! already! know,! the! revenues! are!much! higher! than! the!
PDO,!the!OPEX!slightly!lower!and!the!CAPEX!higher!than!in!the!PDO,!but!the!total!effect!is!a!very!high!















Oil $$$195$704$ $$$$$$$$$127$276$ 186% $$$$$68$429$ $$$$$$$16$327$ 31% $$$$$$52$102$
Condensate $$$$$23$098$ $$$$$$$$$$$11$352$ 97% $$$$$11$747$ 8$$$$$$16$249$ 858% $$$$$$27$996$
Nafta $$$125$456$ $$$$$$$$$$$71$430$ 132% $$$$$54$026$ $$$$$$$49$910$ 1213% $$$$$$$$4$116$
Gas $$$305$543$ $$$$$$$$$166$199$ 119% $$$139$345$ 8$$$$$$16$220$ 810% $$$$155$565$
Total $$$649$802$ $$$$$$$$$376$256$ 138% $$$273$546$ $$$$$$$33$768$ 14% $$$$239$778$
Costs
Opex $$$$$49$411$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$1$498$ 3% $$$$$47$913$ $$$$$$$$$$3$179$ 7% $$$$$$44$734$
Transport$Opex $$$$$51$495$ 8$$$$$$$$$$$$4$065$ 87% $$$$$55$560$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$476$ 1% $$$$$$55$084$








Revenues ''''''239'778' '''''''''''410'024' ''''''''649'802'
Opex ''''''''44'734' 4'''''''''''''4'677' '''''''''49'411'
Transport'costs 55'084''''''' '''''''''''''''3'589' '''''''''51'495'
CapEx ''''''''33'884' 4''''''''''''58'624' '''''''''92'508'







time,!as!well! as!producing!gas.! The!prices!of! these! resources!have! risen! significantly!over! the!past!
decades.!While!the!license!used!$16,!$16.8!and!$17.6!per!barrel!of!liquids!for!the!future,!the!prices!
have! gone! upwards! almost! every! year! since! 1995,! and! the! prices! in! 2013!were! closer! to! $75! per!
barrel! (USD’95).! Even! though!WM! assumes! the! price! will! go! down! to! around! $60! per! barrel,! the!
effect! is!strongly!positive!for!the!net!present!value!of!the! license.!For!gas!the!same!result!appears;!






every!year!after! that,! it!has!been!higher! than! the!PDO,!producing!a!net!present!gain!here!as!well.!
Updated! Nafta! production! has! actually! been! higher! than! in! the! PDO! for! the! whole! period,! also!
leaving! an! extra! positive! value.! Regarding! condensate! and! gas! production,! some! years! have! seen!
higher!production!than!in!the!PDO,!but!several!more!years!showed!lower!production!than!expected.!
Not!surprisingly,!this!contributes!negatively!to!the!net!present!value.!
As! we! looked! at! OPEX! and! the! transport! costs! specifically,! it! was! not! possible! to! get! all! the!
information!needed!to!perform!a!complete!analysis!as! to! regards!of! the!price!of! transporting!each!
resource.! The! total! number! still! shows! that! increased! total! production!have!pulled! costs!up,!while!



















The! B/EWprice! for! each! of! the! projects! has! gone! up! as! a! result! of! the! higher! costs! and! lower! and!













indicating! that! the! effect! of! later! cash! flows! from! slower! production! is! larger! than! the! effect! of!
increased!URR.! So,! except! from! Jotun,! the!projects! have!produced!more! than!estimated.! For!Varg!
and! Oseberg,! this! is! due! to! the! prolonged! lifespan.! Had! they! stopped! production! the! year! they!
originally! planned,! URR! then!would! also! have! been! lower! than! estimated.! Åsgard! is! the! only! one!
which!has!done!slightly!better,!and!that!only!after!spending!extra!capital!on!equipment!to!better!the!

























have! been! quite! significant! for! all! of! the! fields.! However,! later! investments! have! caused! this! cost!
overrun!to!be!quite!severe.!These!overruns!have!not!shown!a!positive!effect!on!the!production!rates!
compared!with!the!PDO!projections,!therefore!the!cost!overruns!are!likely!to!be!more!closely!related!
to!errors,!wrong!estimations,! and! schedule!delays.! This! conclusion!was!also! reached!by! the! report!
published!in!1999!by!the!Directorate!of!Petroleum!and!Energy.!







also! see! that! the!CAPEX!have! increased!strongly! for!all! the! fields.!The!OPEX!were! stable! for! Jotun,!
while!they!increased!slightly!for!Åsgard,!and!significantly!for!Varg!and!Oseberg!Øst.!Since!both!Varg!
and!Oseberg!Øst!prolonged!their!production!period,!we!would!expect!their!OPEX!to!go!up,!but!the!




















As!we! chose!only! fields!with! considerable! cost! overruns,!we!are!not! surprised! that! the!CAPEX!are!
higher!than!budgeted.!We!did!however!have!some!challenges!when!considering!the!effect!of!higher!
CAPEX.! The! drilling! costs! on! some! of! the! fields! kept! rising! far! beyond! the! commencement! of!
production,! even! after! the! planned! number! of! wells! were! drilled,! implying! that! some! of! the! cost!
overruns!came!not!only!from!extra!investments,!but!also!from!overruns!relative!to!the!original!PDO.!
When!making! a! comparison!between! the! PDO!and!what!we!believe!were! the! actual! costs! for! the!
planned!development,!we!had! to!make! a! cutWoff! on! investments! based! on! the! specific! number! of!
wells! that!were!drilled,!and!when!we!saw!a!decline! in!actual! investments,! this! suggesting! the! field!
was!done!with!that!specific!phase.!!
When!analyzing! the!performance!of! the! fields!with! the!updated!numbers,! including!all!CAPEX,!and!
then! comparing! them!with! the! PDO! estimates,! one! issue! is! that!we! are! no! longer! comparing! two!




costs! of! the! fields.! This! category! accounts! for! 49%W84%! of! the! total! investments! after! PDO!
completion! for! the! fields.! Based! on! new! knowledge,! it!may! be! desirable! to! increase! drilling,! thus!






last! decades! and! is! significantly! higher! than! the! expectations! in! the! PDOs! it! has! become! more!
lucrative!to!increase!the!recovery!rate,!and!thus!it!is!likely!to!assume!that!the!willingness!to!pay!for!
drilling!operations!has!increased.!Given!this!assumption,!it!is!difficult!for!us!to!determine!the!share!of!
the! drilling! costs! that! are! caused! by!weak!well! performance! compared! to! the! expectations! in! the!
PDOs,!and!those!mitigated!by!increased!oil!prices,!which!increases!the!revenues!of!each!barrel!of!oil!
produced.!
All! four! fields!have!significant! increases! in!drilling!costs!compared!to!the!PDO.!The!updated!drilling!
costs!for!the!fields!are!101%!above!PDO!for!Jotun,!739%!for!Varg,!503%!for!Oseberg!Øst!and!389%!
for! Åsgard.! This! is! evidence! that! all! of! the! developments! have! significantly! underestimated! the!
potential!drilling!costs!incurred!during!the!projected!lifetime!of!the!field.!It!is!interesting!that!Jotun!is!
the! field! with! the! lowest! increase! in! drilling! costs! and! that! it! is! the! only! field! of! the! four! that! is!
expected! to! produce! less! petroleum! products! than! estimated! in! the! PDO,! even! though! it! has!
increased! its! lifetime.! The! fact! that! these! cost! overruns! happen! both! prior! to! finishing! what! was!
planned! in! the! PDO,! and! also! appearing! after! the! completion! of! this! phase,! suggests! that! the!
overruns!are!caused!by!several!factors:!bad!initial!planning,!!project!adjustments!being!needed,!and!
opportunities!for!further!investment!being!discovered!as!the!project!unfolded.!Since!a!large!part!of!
the! cost! overruns! came! so! late,! it!may! also! be! that! the! licensees! saw! that! oil! price! had! increased!
considerably,!making! it!more!profitable! to! produce! just! a! bit!more! than!originally! planned! for! the!
PDO.! It! is! also!a! circular!problem,!because!higher! investments!put!higher!demand!on! suppliers,! so!
that! the! prices! go! up.! Jotun,! being! the! only! field! investing! the! majority! of! its! drilling! costs! in!
development! according! to! PDO,! accrues! 47%! of! total! drilling! costs! after! PDO! completion.! For! the!
other! fields,! the! share! of! drilling! costs! spent! after! completion! of! development,! according! to! the!
PDOs,!ranged!from!69%!to!77%.!
The!estimated!lifetimes!of!the!fields!have!also!changed!since!the!PDO!estimates,!except!for!Åsgard.!
The! lifetime!of!Åsgard! is!easier! to!estimate,!because! it! is!primarily!a!gas! field,!and! there!are!more!
constraints! on! the! capacity! coming! from! production,! infrastructure,! and! transportation! capacity.!
Jotun! has! prolonged! its! lifetime! by! 24%,! Varg! with! an! originally! estimated! lifetime! of! 6! years,!
increased! by! 283%,! and! Oseberg! Øst! by! 136%.! Unfortunately! we! cannot! decide! how! and! if! the!
increased! drilling! costs! have! been! financially! justified! by! these! prolonged! lifetimes.! It! is,! however,!
likely!that!some!of!the!fields!have!prolonged!their!lifetime!significantly!because!of!the!increase!in!oil!
and!gas!prices!since! the!millennium!change.!This!has!made! it!more!profitable! to! increase! recovery!







costs! comes! from!poor! production!performance! compared! to! the!PDOs,! especially! during! the! first!
couple!of!years.!These!poor!results!have!led!to!a!more!comprehensive!drilling!program!over!time!in!




costs!once! the! initial!drilling!connected!with!establishing! the! field!had!ended.!The!PDOs!show!that!
operators!expect!there!to!be!a!period!during!the!development!of!the!field!when!CAPEX!is!high,!but!
that! this! period! tapers! off! rapidly! after! initiating! the! development;! this! phase! typically! lasts! for! 5!
years!for!the!larger!fields.!After!this!period!there!are!no!expectations!of!high!drilling!costs,!if!any!at!
all,! but! we! have! seen! from! GEM! that! all! of! the! fields! have! had! significant! drilling! costs! after!
completing!the!development!according!to!PDO.!
Our! analysis! indicates! that! the! projects! fail! in! at! least! one! of! two! places,! either! at! the! recovery!
estimates!in!the!PDOs,!or!when!considering!the!profitability!of!conducting!further!drilling!operations.!





will! be! discussed! later.! Varg! performs! better! than! the! PDO!with! low! discount! rates,! but! perform!
much!weaker!with!higher!discount!rates.!This!comes!from!lower!production!in!the!early!years,!and!a!
prolonged! lifetime,! coupled!with! lower! yearly! production! rates! than! the! PDO.! Jotun! hits! the! PDO!
estimate! before! taxes,! with! only! small! deviations! from! the! PDO,! but! the! after! tax! numbers! show!
higher! deviations.! This! is! because! of! delayed! production! start,! and! the! production! profile! being!











that!Jotun!has!produced! less!than!planned,! it!seems!that!the!reason!for!the!decline! in!these!fields’!











IRR.!These! fields!have!also!experienced!cost!overruns! in! their!development,! this!having!a!negative!
effect!on!their! IRR.!Taking!the!quite! large! increase! in!petroleum!prices! into!account,! it! is! likely!that!
the!cost!overruns!to!some!extent!are!compensated!in!the!internal!rate!by!the!increased!petroleum!










be! conducted! or! developed.! For! Varg! this! would! probably!mean! that! the! development! would! be!
delayed!until!the!oil!prices!had!increased,!or!costs!could!be!brought!down.!
When! considering! the! updated! B/EWprices! for! the! fields,! after! including! all! costs,!we! see! that! only!
Åsgard!has!a!B/EWprice!that!is!lower!than!the!expected!oil!price!in!the!PDO.!This!shows!that!if!there!
had! not! been! any! change! in! oil! prices,! none! of! the! three! first! projects! would! be! profitable,! and!
Åsgard,!with!multibillion! revenues,! is! just! above! this! B/EWprice.! Some!of! the! increase! in!B/EWprices!
may! however! be! an! indirect! result! of! increased! oil! prices.! The! large! increase! in! oil! prices! made!










may! have! a! beneficial! effect! on! B/EWprices! when! cash! flows! are! discounted,! even! though! Jotun!
produced!less!than!expected!during!its!lifetime.!
The!prolonged! lifetime!of! Jotun,!Varg!and!Oseberg!will!also!result! in!higher!operating!costs! for! the!
fields.!This!will!have!a!disadvantageous!effect!on!the!B/EWprices!that!will!make!them!increase!if!the!
URR! is! not! high! enough.! It! is! not! likely! that! the!production! is! at! a! high! enough! level! to! offset! the!
effect! of! increased! OPEX! considering! the! initial! B/EWprices.! This! is! because! the! lifetime! has! been!
prolonged!with! low!production!volumes.!But,! the!oil! prices! in! these!periods!are!much!higher! than!
what! was! expected! in! the! PDOs,! so! the! operations! are! profitable! in! present! values! even! though!
increased!operating!costs!have!a!negative!effect!on!the!B/EWprices.!





The!most! significant! effect! is! the! increased! oil! prices! during! the! period,!which! have! proven! to! be!
several! times! higher! than! expected! in! the! PDOs.! All! four! fields! experienced! increased! prices,! but!
Jotun!has! gained! the! least! of! the! fields!because! it! produced!most!of! its!URR! in! the! first! couple!of!
years!of!its!lifetime,!when!oil!prices!had!not!yet!significantly!increased.!!
When!we!excluded!the!effect!of!the!oil!price,!and!let!everything!else!be!as!it!turned!out!in!reality,!we!
found! that! only!Åsgard! and! Jotun!would!have!experienced! a!positive! valuation.!However,! this! is! a!
simplified!analysis!since!we!assume!that!the!operators!would!have!made!exactly!the!same!decisions!
regardless! of! the! development! of! the! price.! This! assumption! cannot! be! correct,! since! the!
development! in! oil! prices! have! such! great! importance! for! the! profitability! in! the! industry.! The!
analysis!does!however!visualize!the!effect!the!oil!prices!have!had!on!the!valuation!of!the!fields.!Three!







most! likely! been! closed! the! same! year,! only!with! a! negative!NPV.! Varg!would! have! suffered! from!























The!static!analysis! showed! that! the! revenues!were!higher! than!budgeted! for!all! the! licenses.!Varg,!
Oseberg!Øst,!and!Åsgard,!had!an!increase!of!350%,!216%!and!170%!respectively,!while!Jotun!had!the!












By!using! the!variance!analysis! technique,!we!have! illustrated!how!the!production!of!each! field!has!
been! compared! to! their! PDOs.! As! we! have! seen,! both! Oseberg! Øst,! and! Varg,! have! managed! to!
increase! their! URR,! while! increasing! their! lifetimes! as! well.! We! also! see! that! the! URR! have! not!
increased! as!much! as! we!would! expect! from! the! increase! in! lifetimes.! A!more! thorough! analysis,!
showing! the! deviations! each! year,! shows! that! all! the! fields,! except! for! Jotun,! produced! less! than!
estimated! in! the! first! five! years! after! production! start.! This! has! a! negative! impact! on! the! present!
value!of!the!fields,!since!high!production!at!the!start!would!give!higher!revenues!with!lower!discount!








How! strong! the! effect! of! the! increased! oil! price! has! been,! is! affected! by! both! the! assumptions!
regarding! the! oil! price! and! how! the! production! profile! has! changed.! The! price! effect! on! Jotun’s!
revenues!is!much!smaller!than!it!is!for!the!other!fields.!This!is!due!to!the!production!profile!of!Jotun,!
with! a! large! share! of! its! production! being! prior! to! the! sharp! rise! in! oil! prices.! Where! Varg! and!
Oseberg!Øst!have!had!a!price!effect!on! their! revenues!of!171%!and!175%!respectively,!Åsgard!has!
had!an!effect!of!138%.!The!main!reason!for!this!is!that!Åsgard!produces!significantly!more!gas!than!

















Following!a!doubling!of! its! lifetime,!and!a!prolonging! its! lifetime!by! two!years!more! than!Varg,!we!
should!not!focus!too!much!on!the!percentage!change!in!lifetime!between!these!two!fields.!Since!the!
fields! have! prolonged! their! lifetimes! so!much,! a! possible! reason! for! the! increased! operating! costs!
may!be!that!since!the!facilities!were!not!planned!to!last!for!as!long!as!they!now!are!expected!to,!the!






of! it! is!oil!or!water,! the!costs!per!barrel!of!oil!will!go!up.!Since! the! fields!produce!more!water,! the!


















When!we! exclude! the! effect! of! the! higher! oil! prices,!we! found! that! only! Åsgard! and! Jotun!would!




We! see! that! a! large! part! of! the! cost! overruns! concern! the! drilling! operations! to! finish! the! fields!
according! to! the! PDOs.! In! addition! we! see! that! far! more! comprehensive! drilling! operations! after!
completing!the!development,!according!to!the!PDO,!have!inflicted!large!CAPEX!on!all!of!the!projects.!
The!most! remarkable! discovery! is! that! none! of! the! fields! had! anticipated! any! large,! if! any! at! all,!
drilling! costs! after! completing! the! development! according! to! the! PDOs.! Considering! the! actual!






to! better! the!URR.! The! drilling! operations,! production! volumes,! and! oil! and! gas! prices! need! to! be!







that!Varg,!Oseberg!Øst,!and!Åsgard,!have!experienced! low!production! in! the!start!of! their! lifetime,!
but!as!oil!prices!increased!the!fields!developed!more!comprehensive!drilling!operations.!We!do!not!
know! how! the! prices! and! production! volumes! independently! have! contributed! to! the! increased!
drilling!costs,!but!it!is!clear!that!the!estimated!production!profiles!in!the!PDOs!are!far!too!optimistic!







earlier,! URRs!would! be!much! lower! than! the! PDO! estimates.! For! Varg! and! Oseberg! Øst,! it! would!
actually!not!be!profitable!to!operate!with!the!prices!expected!in!the!PDO.!But,!as!the!operators!saw!











experienced! higher! operational! costs.! A! prolonged! lifetime! also! makes! it! harder! to! estimate! the!
operational!costs,!but!we!see!that!the!fields!are!underestimating!once!again.!
Of!the!fields!analyzed!Åsgard!is!the!field!that!has!performed!the!best,!with!higher!URR!for!two!out!of!
four!products,!and!hitting!budget!on!OPEX.!However,!we!have! seen! that! the!production!estimates!

















The! results! of! our! valuation!models! correspond! to! the! valuations! in! the! PDOs,!which! are! done!by!
three! large,! international,! independent!and!wellWknown!oil! and!gas! companies.!Because!of! this!we!




The! flexible!budget!picture! is!more! fragmented.! In! the! income!parts!of! the!analysis,! the!only!place!
where! there! may! be! some! fault! is! when! a! field! has! produced! other! petroleum! products! than!











In! the! majority! of! the! analysis,! it! is! hard! to! generalize! our! findings! to! apply! to! other! fields.!
Considering! that! we! have! only! analyzed! fields! with! cost! overruns! means! that! we! cannot! with!







Another! factor! that!needs!to!be!addressed! is! that!we!have!only! looked!at!megaprojects.! If!we!had!





continental! shelf! from! these! analyses.! This! can! be! especially! interesting! for! megaprojects! in! the!
future,!such!as!Johan!Sverdrup.!
Our! analyses! indicate! some! key! areas! for! operators! to! focus! on.! These! are! the! OPEX,! lifetime!
estimation,! CAPEX! and! a! field’s! sensitivity! to! the! oil! and! gas! price.!We! have! seen! that! two! of! the!
fields!have! significant!higher!operating! costs! than!what!we!would!expect! given! the! lifetime!of! the!
fields,!and!the!production!volumes.!We!do!not!have!available!data! that!can! identify!how!the!costs!




costs! down,! as! it!will! operate! for! several! years,! and! it! is! likely! to!meet! changes! in! the! production!



















comprehensive! drilling! programs! even! after! completing! the! development! for! production.! The!
government!that!approves!the!PDOs!should!address!this!since!it!will!have!a!significant!effect!on!the!
valuation!of!the!fields!and!the!taxes!to!be!paid!to!the!Government.!Not!only!should!they!look!at!the!
percentage! of! costs! occurring! in! the! comprehensive! drilling! program,! but! the! absolute! value! in!




markets! and! have! a! low! or! nonWexisting! power! to! influence! the! prices,! so! the! effect! from! the!
commodity!prices!on!the!NPV! is!probably!going!to!stay!strong.!Because!of!this! the!fields’!B/EWprice!






per! barrel! to! above! 147! (114! USD! in! 1996! terms)! USD! at! the!most.! The! last! couple! of! years! the!
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